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How tangibly alluring seem these artworks. They
call forth an image of the artist—Pino Pinelli—dipping four closed fingers of his hand in bright-red
clay to drag a line. And then another. And another. As a plow forms a plowed field, he has formed
his large ridged rectangles, crosses, and four-corner shapes. The textures of these abstract monochromes are for your eyes to feast on.
In the way Pinelli treats the surface of his paintings, he acknowledges himself as a follower of
Lucio Fontana. And yet the works look more
tangible, more emphatically hand-made. Their
support base is not canvas either; it is a type of
plaster with synthetic color coating that brings
out an attractive, velvet-like texture.

At The Merchant House, the works hang scattered
like stars across the sky. They were all made by
Pinelli between 1993 and 2012. The gallery does
not delineate the chronology of the 79-year-old
painter’s career, but it does present enough to
give a good impression of his captivating Disseminations series. An iPad video shows how Pinelli
stretches out his right arm and calls that an “act
of dissemination.” This gesture—as if he were
throwing confetti—brings forth the energy and
rhythm of his work. Like an energetic conductor,
he makes his textures sing.
Pino Pinelli
Disseminations
The Merchant House
On view until July 15

For his solo exhibition in Amsterdam, Pinelli chose
works in predominately primary colors: red,
yellow, and blue. The Italian artist sought to
dedicate his exhibition in the Netherlands to
Mondrian, which is particularly relevant this year
when the art world is celebrating “100 Years of De
Stijl.” But, more importantly, these are deep,
saturated colors that positively glow on the wall.
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